
STARTUP BUSINESS PLAN FOR A TSHIRT COMPANY

Your T-Shirt! custom printed t-shirts business plan company summary. Your T- Shirt!, a start-up click and mortar
business, uses proprietary computer sublimation .

Provide with the facility to save designs so your customers can come back and continue working on the same
t-shirt design again. Once a company knows what it will sell, it needs to decide whether it will have its own
web store for selling printed t-shirts or it will have a business assisted by a large online company where
entrepreneurs can have your own section or store. You can find a vendor to sell your T-shirts in bulk, then
choose from a number of printing options, such as: Screen printing: A great volume choice, though less
capable of complex, colorful images. How much of the t-shirt market do they control? Some people might
show their fanaticism for a particular sports team, others a musician. Write a business plan. Learn more about
our editorial process and how we make money here. The fashion industry is indeed a rapidly changing
industry; fashion trend will always come and go at different season. If you can do some parts of the business
yourself, do it yourself, even if it costs you some hours. Ideally, you want to cultivate something that speaks to
the uniqueness and quality of your T-shirts. A line of funny T-shirts that include references to the rich history
and mythology of Texas may be a niche hit. The bottom line is always that there is always a ready market for
manufacturers of clothes. Small start â€” up T â€” shirt designs and sales companies leverage on small
markets such as companies, churches, schools, organized groups and sport fans to sell their T â€” shirts.
Another option is to have a t-shirt manufacturer make shirts according to your specifications, but they often
require you to purchase thousands of shirts at a time, which might not be feasible when you first start your
shirt business. You might consider hiring a designer to create a high quality image. These include high density
ink meant for textured and dimensional look , gel ink which is thick and rubbery and foil ink meant for shiny
embossing. These can include local boutiques, gift stores, t-shirt shops, and even larger retail chain stores.
Also, include the costs incurred shipping boxes and storing products. In a worst case scenario, they might have
to start from the scratch. Write down as many ideas as you can. Where do they advertise? Or you might have a
social message or cause on your shirt. Word of mouth promotion is also very important if you want the
message about your printing business to spread amongst the locals. Do they send them print offers in the mail?
Hang around the spaces â€” physical or online â€” that your target market frequents and take notes on what
sorts of T-shirts people are wearing and what general style they display. Some cities of the world are
considered to be fashion hubs; they dictate what happens in the fashion industry.


